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  Vice-Principal(s): Carol-Ann Allen, Beth Armstrong 

Area of Focus:  Literacy 
 Overall Goal:     
By the end of June, 2018, 60% of focus students will apply inferencing strategies to correctly respond to questions from a variety of texts. 
 

 
Needs Assessment / Where Are We Now?? 
 
Analysis of OSSLT and Grade 6 results yielded evidence of gap in inferencing skills, applied to comprehension-based questions. 

 

PLAN ACT ASSESS REFLECT 
PLAN: Needs Assessment 

Where are we now? 
ACT: Evidenced-Based Strategies/Action 

What are we going to do? 
ASSESS: Monitor/Gather Data 

How are we doing? What evidence do you have? 
REFLECT: Analyze/Reflect 

How did we do? Where to next?  

1st  CYCLE OF INQUIRY 
Starting June 29, 2017 

 
Based on the data above, complete an If/then statement 
for the first cycle of inquiry 

 
If/Then Statement: Posted by October 10, 2017 
 
If we explicitly teach types of questions and how to find the 
answers, then students will select appropriate strategies 
and correctly answer more questions. 
 

 
 

Actions will be outlined in the first three learning team 
meetings through the “SIPSA Monitoring Template” 

and summarized here at the end of the cycle – 
November 17th. 

 
 

Present students with a non-fiction passage and give the 
following multiple-choice questions (specifics determined by 
each teacher): 

1. What word is closest in meaning to ______________ 
in line ______? 

2. What was the author’s overall purpose? 
a. Inform 
b. Persuade 
c. Explain 

3. What is the purpose of the quote in paragraph 
_____? 

4. How is this paragraph organized? 
a. Compare and contrast 
b. Chronological 
c. Cause and effect 
d. Problem and solution 

5. What is the main idea? 

 

Data Gathering will be outlined and collected in the 
first three learning team meetings through the “SIPSA 

Monitoring Template” and summarized here at the end 
of the cycle – November 17th  

 
 
Guided reading of an article “Why do we still care about 
Shakespeare?”, go through one question at a time, 
discuss the different types of questions and identify 
ways to answer them. Noticed a pattern of errors; chose 
a broad answer when a more specific answer was 
appropriate.  
 
Handing out highlighters, but students are opting to not 
use them; theory is that students who struggle know the 
strategy, but aren’t applying them.   
 
How do we make them want to improve?  
 

Reflections of Learning Teams work for cycle one will 
be summarized here at the end of the cycle by 

November 17thand posted on Insite 
 
 
 
 

Explicit teaching of types of questions yielded negligible 
results in terms of the outcomes of pre and post guided 

reading tasks; specific interventions applied between 
pre and post did not result in students using new tactics 

to unpack complex texts.  

2nd  CYCLE OF INQUIRY  
Starting November 20, 2017 

Complete this section with any new data from your 1st 
Cycle of Inquiry. 
  
If/Then Statement: Posted by December 1, 2017 
 
If we take steps to provide texts within a learning  
context where students see a purpose for reading 

Actions will be outlined in the three learning team 
meetings through the “SIPSA Monitoring Template” 

and summarized here at the end of the cycle on 
 March 9th, 2018 

 
 
 

Provide students with text passages. Ask students to 
create questions about the text; questions will be then 

Data Gathering will be outlined and collected in the 
three learning team meetings through the “SIPSA 

Monitoring Template” and summarized here at the end 
of the cycle on  March 9th, 2018 

 
 

Reflections of Learning Teams work for cycle two will 
be summarized here at the end of the cycle on 

 March 9th, 2018, and posted on Insite 
 



beyond answering multiple choice questions, then 
students will engage more authentically in the realm of 
inferencing through classroom discourse.  

used for classroom discussion and co-construction of 
success criteria that supports the wider learning goal of 

building deep understanding of written texts. 
 
 

3rd CYCLE OF INQUIRY  
Starting March 19, 2018 

Complete this section with any new data from your 2nd 
Cycle of Inquiry  
 
 
If/Then Statement: Posted by March 30, 2018 

 
 
 
 

Actions will be outlined in the three learning team 
meetings through the “SIPSA Monitoring Template” 

and summarized here at the end of the cycle by        
June 15th, 2018.  

 

Data Gathering will be outlined and collected in the 
three learning team meetings through the “SIPSA 
Monitoring Template” and summarized here at the end 
of the cycle by June 15, 2018. 

  
 

Reflections of Learning Teams work for cycle two will 
be summarized here at the end of the cycle by June 
15th, 2018, and posted on Insite 

    


